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iHeartMedia, jewelry designer for MALA by Patty Rodriguez, and creator
of Manolos And Tacos. She is currently Sr. Patty and her work have
already been featured in the LA Times, Rolling Stone, CNN Latino, Latina
Magazine, Cosmopolitan, People En Espanol, Cosmo Latina, and American
Latino TV, to name a few. Ariana Stein, a graduate from California
Condition University, Dominguez Hills, includes a Bachelor's Degree in
Business Administration. She immediately realized that bilingualism
played a very important role in his upcoming, and also the future of
other children. Her life changed with the birth of her baby boy. Ariana
spent the first eight years of her professional profession in the
organization world.
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My book is normally warped ? The book is amazing! I really like the
illustrations and that I could teach my boy to become bilingual. It has
helped her with learning feelings and helps her relate with her Mexican
lifestyle. For the very first time though - I’ve received a publication
in warped condition. The Odyssey & At this point my niece wants short
tale type books so hopefully they turn out with a line soon! Just a
little disappointed, but doesn’t dissuade me from buying Lil Libros in
the future. These books produce that feasible and fun! I love how my
granddaughter makes the face expressions when I go through it to her. As
a first generation American, it is important if you ask me that my kids
find out Spanish and the history of their grandparents' indigenous
nation. Next is to obtain her to speak the words. It's so difficult to
discover bi-lingual books and I'm glad that this book business is
definitely filling that gap. She specifically loves the illustrations!
This an excellent book for preschool and toddlers to dicover emotions in
.!! Vibrant colors and illustrations! My niece enjoys them and I'm so
happy I could give her a thing that also speaks to our culture. My only
wish is that they had more than just "first words" type books. It
doesn’t lay smooth and won’t stand up straight on the book shelf unless
I have the pages fanned out. Little disappointing.-) This book is
amazing In the past few days - a week after introducing it to my 13
month old- each time she asks to read it, we inevitably do so at least
5x in a row. I really like this group of primers. They’re designed to be
simple and quickly go through- not reimaginations of the stories
themselves. Perfect for baby/young toddler visitors. The illustrations
are beautiful too!. THAT I guess overall isn’t terrible as the rest of
the book seems fine, nonetheless it seems sort of subpar considering I
paid for a whole new book. today this—- she enjoys all of them!! My
daughter has Dracula, Alice in Wonderland, &. This a great book for
preschool and toddlers to dicover feelings in a multicultural way. It
was used nonetheless it was still top quality. Short and nice and I
really like that it increases my collection of this series This books
certainly are a must, LOVE everything about any of it Love these books.
But what’s even better is that my 17 month previous granddaughter LOVES
them even more. These books, essentially picture books for infants
however, not for the beginning reader or for fun bedtime tales. My 20
month old daughter loves reenacting the expressions she sees in the
reserve, and my parents (her grandparents) get yourself a kick away of
seeing her make all of the expressions when she's asked in Spanish and
English. These books make that possible and fun! Thank you Love the
bilingual Great quality book. Like the colours and thickness in the
pages. The only weird that is it came a bit malformed. Not sure if it
was sent that method or the delivery cause the publication to bend and
stay bent. It's no big deal for now because we can use our imagination
-- like La Catrina goes out out para ir al baile ; Also in Target &
FABULOUS! Beautiful and simple Beautiful and simple illustrations.!

These books had the potential to be something better and I am
disappointed that they were not. We like the beautiful simple tale lines
and English to Spanish translations! They do many book occasions in
California also, therefore we enjoy being able to enhance the collection
and meet the authors also! These books certainly are a great addition to
baby's library My child and I love these books. Fun way to introduce
Spanish language and Hispanic lifestyle.! My daughter loves this
publication. Lil Libros constitute a good chunk of our publication
collection and I adore their products! Love the illustrations Cute
illustrations, they Captivated my 6 week aged’s attention. My daughter
loves this book! Living overseas away from family, it was a great
introduction to Spanish on her behalf. Absolutely love these books! Five
Stars Gave our daughter words to express her feelings! Right on time.
PLUS with COCO out it could be appreciated by the young ones as much as
adults. My sister's fiance doesn't read in English so I got this to
allow them to go through to my nephews. They enjoyed it and it arrived
before Halloween so that it was perfect timing. Great book for learning
fundamental spanish emotions My 3 yr previous loves this book,
specifically because they love the film COCO NO ES LO QUE PARECE The
drawings have nothing to do with everything you are reading usually, the
majority of the books I ordered are only one word per web page. Our 4th
publication from the lil Libros line! Reading them to her feeds my soul
with pleasure and endless love.
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